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Hundreds of designs, patterns, borders, doodles, and tangles to guide and inspire.1,000 Tangles,

Patterns & Doodled Designs combines hundreds of tangling, illustration, and doodling patterns and

designs into one all-encompassing guidebook. Filled with inspirational designs, patterns, borders,

flourishes, doodles, tangles, and more, this creative resource explores hundreds of ideas for

tangling and doodling enthusiasts to learn and model. From basic tangles to stylized letters and

numbers, the variety of patterns and designs seems virtually endless. Throughout the book,

practical tips and step-by-step lessons help artists perfect their skills, while blank templates can be

copied or scanned to use over and over again. A nonstop compendium of doodling tips and tangling

techniques, 1,000 Tangles, Patterns & Doodled Designs is a complete resource for doodling

enthusiasts and a tangler's dream come true.
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I am so disappointed. I eagerly preordered this in May because how could I resist the title??? It

arrived today and the instant I opened it, I knew I had been terribly mislead. This book is basically

Walter Foster's other two zentangle books, The Art of Zentangle & Tangled Up, combined into one

volume . . . with all of the step-outs removed! There are some new materials, but not enough to

justify my purchase of this book. If you don't have either of the other two books and are looking for

just finished pieces for inspiration, you might enjoy this. I am so bummed!!

This book is a waste of money. It doesnâ€™t have any new tangle patterns. I've seen all of them in



my other Zentangle books with much better presentation.It doesnâ€™t show how to make the

patterns, just has lots of simplistic pictures of basic patterns with a few variations to some of

them.The "inspiration" artwork is mostly geared for children and lacks the finesse of all the other

Walter Foster books I've seen in my half-century lifetime.I waited two months for this book to be

released and am very disappointed. The narrative (what little there is) doesn't provide any new

useful information.The templates in the back could have come from a dollar store child's coloring

book. In fact, such a coloring book would probably be better than this book's content.A waste of

your hard earned dollars unless intended as a gift for a child 6-10 years old.

This book is fine if you understand clearly what you are purchasing. Those interested in learning the

practice of Zentangle should seek out other references that actually give the breakouts for the

tangles mentioned, as there is no instructional information provided. Better yet, they should seek out

classes given by Certified Zentangle Teachers, which are easy to identify through the Zentangle

website. However, if you are simply looking for ideas and inspiration as to how to combine various

patterns/tangles, this would be a decent start. I'm going to keep the book in case it might prove

useful at some point with my students, but I would say that if I had known in advance what the

content would be like I would not necessarily have purchased it.

I preordered this awful book and was hoping it would live up to its title and contain 1000 step by step

tangle patterns and doodle designs. It is just pictures of tangles and doodles. Many tangles I have

seen on the internet. It like someone did a Google image search, divided the results up by topic and

stuck the pictures in a book. Amazing enough there are no artist credits! The publisher should be

ashamed of themselves.

So disappointed in this book. There are no "how to" instructions, just pictures. Additionally, so much

of the book is a repeat of a different book that I already have. If you want a better book, I

recommend is Tangled Up" by Penny Raile which is an excellent book. Lots of the same patterns,

and ideas but also the "how to" instructions. I'll be sending this book back as it doesn't give me

anything that makes me want to keep referring back to it.
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